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The eletron motion in a strong perpendiular magneti �eld lose to the impenetrable stripe

is onsidered by making use of the singular integral equations tehnique. The energy spetrum is

alulated and ompared with the energy spetrum of the round antidot. It is shown that in the ase

of the long stripe the eigenfuntions an be obtained as a superposition of magneti edge modes,

while fratal energy levels obtained in a high energy region an be explained from the quasi-lassial

point of view.

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 85.30.Vw, 03.65.-w

I. INTRODUCTION

Progress in a nanometer tehnology and the ability to

tailor potentials has triggered a broad ativity in low-

dimensional semiondutor nanostrutures. Among the

2D (two-dimensional) strutures the quantum dots with

the eletrons on�ned in a small region have been a sub-

jet of intense theoretial and experimental researh dur-

ing last years.

1

The omplete on�nement and the dis-

rete energy spetrum onverted these objets into a use-

ful instrument for the eletron interation and orrela-

tion studies.

2

In the strong perpendiular magneti �eld

the quantum antidot, the region with a repulsive poten-

tial, an bound the eletrons as well. The magnetotrans-

port experiments on the arrays of the quantum antidots

3

showed the lose relation of the pronouned struture in

the magnetoresistane and the periodi lassial orbits,

or the orresponding spetrum of the antidots. It was

tested on the arrays of various shape antidots.

4

The im-

portane of the antidot-bounded eletron states was on-

�rmed in the studies of magnetotransport through lus-

ters of the antidots

5

and the individual antidots.

6

The spetrum of the quantum antidot in the magneti

�eld is also interesting from the dynami haos point

of view (see review artile

7

and referenes there). The

quantum antidots together with quantum billiards are

the most simple and onvenient strutures for revealing

the links between the auto-orrelations in quantum spe-

trum and the periodi orbits of the lassial problem.

The most onvenient tehnique for solving the antidot

eigenvalue problems with not separating variables is the

singular integral equations. Usually the sharp antidot

edges inrease the singularity of these equations making

them rather ompliated and even not useful. In this

paper using the simplest antidot, the �nite impenetrable

line, we demonstrate how the integral equation tehnique

an be used in the ase of the antidot with the sharp

edges. We have failed to �nd that this simple but reveal-

ing antidot spetrum has been onsidered ever before.

Comparing this spetrum with the round antidot one we

demonstrate the main features of the problem with non-

separable variables. The limit ases of a long antidot

and high eletron energy show the peuliarities of the

quantized magneti edge modes and the quasi-lassial

FIG. 1: Layout.

quantization.

The paper is organized as follows. In Se. II the prob-

lem is formulated. In Se. III the simplest ultra short

stripe ase is onsidered, and in Se. IV the numerial

results for the energy spetrum are presented. In order

to explain the physial meaning of the spetrum peu-

liarities two limit ases � the long stripe in Se. V and

large eletron energy in Se. VI � are onsidered. In

the last Se. VII the onlusions are given, and in the

Appendix the details related to the disretization of the

singular integral equation are olleted.

II. MODEL

We onsider the eletron moving in xy-plane whih is

shown in Fig. 1. The antidot, an in�nitely thin impen-

etrable line jxj6 a=2, y = 0, is indiated by the grey

stripe. We solve the Shrödinger equation

fH � E g	 (r)= 0 (1)

with the following dimensionless Hamiltonian:

H = �
1

2
fr + iA (r)g

2
; (2)

where the perpendiular magneti �eld is desribed by

the vetor potential in the symmetri gauge A (r) =

f� y;xg=2. We use the following notation for 2D vetors

r= fx;yg. The energy is measured in ~!c (!c = eB =m c)

units, and the oordinates � in the magneti length

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0211201v1
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lB =
p
c~=eB units. The antidot � the impenetrable

stripe � is taken into aount by hard wall boundary

ondition

� (r)

�
�
�
jxj6 a=2;y= � 0

= 0: (3)

Besides, the wave funtion satis�es zero boundary ondi-

tions at the in�nity 	 (r)jr! 1 = 0.

Making use of the Green theorem the above two-

dimensional problem an be transformed into one-

dimensional integral equation. Indeed, introduing the

whole plane Green funtion as a solution of the equation

fH � E gG (rjr
0
)= � �(r� r

0
) (4)

and taking the boundary onditions G (1 jr0) = 0 into

aount, one an present the wave funtion as the integral

(see the details in Ref. 7)

	 (r)=
1

2

Z a=2

� a=2

dx
0
G (rjx

0
;0)F (x

0
) (5)

over the perimeter of the antidot. Here

F (x)= 	 y(x;+ 0)� 	 y(x;� 0) (6)

is the di�erene of the wave funtion derivatives on the

opposite sides of the stripe. We shall refer to it as the

perimeter funtion.

The wave funtion de�ned via Eq. (5) satis�es already

equation (1) and the boundary ondition at the in�nity.

Satisfying boundary ondition on the stripe (3) we get

the following integral equation:

Z a=2

� a=2

dx
0
K (x;x

0
)F (x

0
)= 0 (7)

with the kernel

K (x;x
0
)= 2�G (x;0jx

0
;0): (8)

The nonessential fator 2� is inluded for the sake of

onveniene.

This integral equation is our main instrument. Note

that taking the derivative of Eq. (5) over yand equating it

to the perimeter funtion on the stripe, one more integral

equation an be obtained. In our ase it isn't neessary,

beause our stripe-antidot has no inner region, and on-

sequently, there are no spurious eigenstates, whih have

to be properly eliminated in the ase of other antidots.

8

In order to �x the kernel we have to solve Green fun-

tion equation (4). The solution of it is known

7

G (rjr
0
) = �

1

2�
expfi[r� r

0
]z=2gg(s); (9a)

g(s) = � � (� ")exp(� s=2)U (� "j1js); (9b)

s = jr� r
0
j
2
=2; (9)

" = E � 1=2: (9d)

Here the symbol � (z)stands for � -funtion, and U (ajbjz)

is the Kummer funtion of the seond kind � the solution

of the on�uent hypergeometri equation.

9

Inserting the above expression into Eq. (8) we obtain

the following kernel

K (x;x
0
)= � g(s); s=

1

2
(x � x

0
)
2
: (10)

III. SHORT STRIPE

When solving integral equation (7) numerially the

main problem is the kernel singularity at x = x0. One an

expet that it will lead to the singularity of the perime-

ter funtion at the ends of the stripe x = � a=2. In order

to reveal the above singularity we onsidered the limit

ase of the ultra short stripe (a ! 0) when the Kummer

funtion an be replaed by its following expansion:

lim
s! 0

U (� "j1js)= �
1

� (� ")
flns+  (� ")� 2 (1)g: (11)

Here the symbol  (z) stands for the logarithmi � -

funtion derivative, or the so alled  -funtion. Note

apart the singular logarithmi term we inluded terms

whih are large lose to the �rst Landau level (" ! 0),

and the onstant term  (1) = �  ( � 0:5772), whih

we need to get the proper behavior of the lowest antidot

energy branh.

Now inserting the above expansion into Eqs. (10), then

into (7), and saling the variables x ! ax, we arrive at

the following approximate integral equation for the ultra

short stripe ase:

Z 1=2

� 1=2

dx
0
lnjx � x

0
jF (x

0
)= �

Z 1=2

� 1=2

F (x
0
)dx

0
; (12)

where

� = �
1

2

�
ln(a

2
=2)+  (� ")+ 2

	
: (13)

Thus, the short stripe energy spetrum problem is re-

dued to the alulation of the eigenvalues of integral

equation (12). Then the energy an be obtained by solv-

ing algebrai equation (13). For instane, replaing the

 -funtion by its simplest expansion in the viinity of the

�rst Landau level  (� ")� 1="�  we get

E � 1=2= "=
1

 � 2� � ln(a2=2)
: (14)

Due to the average of the eigenfuntion over the stripe

on the right-hand side of equation (12) it has the single

not equal to zero eigenvalue �. It an be heked by the

straightforward integration that the funtion

F (x)= 1=
p
1=4� x2 (15)

satis�es integral equation (12) with � = � 2ln2. The

orresponding energy spetrum branh is shown in Fig.
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FIG. 2: Energy spetrum of ultra short stripe. Solid urve �

solution of Eq. (13), dotted urve � simpli�ed asymptotis a-

ording to Eq. (14), and dashed urve � numerial integration

of integral equation (7).

2 as a funtion of the stripe length a: the solid urve

is obtained by the numerial solution of Eq. (13), while

the dotted urve indiates the simpli�ed version of the

asymptotis aording to Eq. (14). Both of them o-

inide in the limit ase a ! 0. We see that the anti-

dot (short impenetrable stripe) expels a single level from

the �rst degenerate Landau state (indiated by a thik

dashed horizontal line). The longer the stripe is, the

higher is the level. Note a rather fast energy grow at

small a values. It is a harateristi feature of the energy

level orresponding to the non-perturbed level with zero

orbital momentum, whih has a non zero eletron density

at the origin r = 0. All other non-perturbed levels have

zero eletron density there, and thus, they are weakly in-

�uened by the stripe, and onsequently, not expelled in

this simplest ultra short stripe approah.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The most important result for the ultra short stripe

ase presented in the previous Setion is perimeter fun-

tion (15) whih singularity at the stripe ends is aused

by the interplay of the logarithmi singularity of the ker-

nel and the sharp antidot edges. Thus, it is inherent to

the perimeter funtion of general integral equation (7) as

well. That is why in order to ahieve the proper au-

ray in numerial solution of the above equation one has

to take both singularities (kernel and perimeter funtion)

into aount expliitly. For this purpose we have replaed

the perimeter funtion as follows:

F (x)=
f(x)

p
a2=4� x2

; (16)

and disretized the obtained integral equation for the

funtion f(x) inluding the singular fators into the

FIG. 3: Energy spetrum of the stripe. The non-perturbed

Landau levels are indiated by thik dashed horizontal lines.

The solutions of Eqs. (36) and (38) are indiated by dotted

urves.

proper weights of the disretization sheme. See the de-

tails of the alulation in Appendix A. Instead of solving

the obtained matrix equation

Kf= 0 (17)

the orresponding eigenvalue problem

Kfn = �nfn (18)

for various eletron energies "was onsidered. The ele-

tron energy was de�ned by zeroing the obtained eigen-

values �n = �n(")= 0.

The obtained stripe energy spetrum is shown in Fig. 3

where six highest levels expelled from eah Landau level

(dashed horizontal lines) are indiated. On the axes the

original dimensions are shown. Thus, not only the energy

dependene on the stripe length but its dependene on

the magneti �eld strength (a=lB �
p
B ) an be traed

as well.

For a omparison the spetrum of round impenetrable

antidot with a diameter a is shown in Fig. 4. It was

obtained by means of zeroing the radial antidot wave

funtion (it oinides with Green funtion (9) with r
0= 0

assumed) at the antidot border r= a=2.

The harateristi feature of both spetra is fast ex-

pelled �rst antidot level for eah Landau state in the ase

of small a values. The detailed behavior of this level ex-

pelled from the �rst Landau level for the stripe is shown

in Fig. 2 by a dashed urve. Rather good oinidene of

it with the short stripe energy (solid urve) on�rms a

good auray of the developed numerial sheme.
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FIG. 4: Energy spetrum of the round antidot.

We see that these two spetra of the antidot-stripe and

the round antidot di�er essentially. The round antidot

spetrum is a typial one for the system with separable

variables. In this ase the variables an be separated

due to the ylindri symmetry of the problem, and atu-

ally we have independent radial problems for every an-

gular momentum value, whih energy spetrum branhes

freely interset eah other. The main point is that when

the antidot level with some orbital momentum lreahes

the next Landau level, the antidot level with the same

momentum l is already expelled from it. Consequently,

any antidot level freely rosses any Landau level. And

we see the energy spetrum branhes going up when a

inreases with numerous rossings.

This is not the ase for a stripe spetrum. Due to

the lak of symmetry the orbital momentum is not good

quantum number any more, and instead of rossings we

have anti-rossings. Moreover, expelled antidot levels an

not ross Landau levels any more. So, when the parame-

ter a=lB grows the expelled antidot levels saturate bellow

the next Landau level.

Nevertheless there are still some rossings. See, for in-

stane, the behavior of levels expelled from the seond

Landau level in Fig. 3. The matter is that the stripe in

the perpendiular magneti �eld still has the inversion

symmetry (r ! � r). Due to it all the perimeter fun-

tions (and the wave funtions as well) an be divided into

the symmetri and the anti-symmetri ones whih atu-

ally satisfy the di�erent integral equations. Thus, in the

energy spetrum of the stripe rossings between the sym-

metri and anti-symmetri spetrum branhes are possi-

ble. These rossings and the ourring waviness of the

spetrum branhes are the most prominent feature of the

onsidered stripe spetrum. Note that when the eletron

FIG. 5: Spetrum of the magneti edge modes.

energy grows the above waviness is transformed into nu-

merous pronouned plateaux on the spetrum branhes.

Now we are going to explain the physial meaning of

these plateaux and waviness onsidering two limit ases

of the long stripe and large eletron energies.

V. LONG STRIPE

Let us start with the long stripe approximation. When

the stripe is in�nite there are two types of magneti edge

modes propagating along the stripe on both its sides.

In this ase we have the problem invariant under the

translation along the stripe, and thus, the orrespond-

ing eigenvalues an be labelled by the eletron momen-

tum omponent k along x-diretion. The eigenfuntions

an be expressed in terms of paraboli ylinder funtion

as 	 (kjr) = exp(� ikx)D "

�
�
p
2(y� k)

	
.

10

The spe-

trum is obtained zeroing the wave funtion on the stripe

D "(�
p
2k)= 0, and it is shown in Fig. 5. We see that

it onsists of two independent systems of branhes de-

sribing the eletron motion to the left above the stripe,

and to the right � below it. In the asymptoti region

k ! � 1 the branhes tend to the Landau levels shown

by thik dashed horizontal lines. The intersetion points

of the above branhes oinide with the Landau levels as

well.

In the ase of the �nite stripe the eletron motions

above and under the stripe are no more independent,

beause moving above the stripe the eletron reahes its

end, bends around the orner, ontinues its motion under

the stripe, and so on. Bending of the orner is a rather

ompliated di�ration problem, but in the asymptoti

long stripe ase we an replae it by some sattering ma-

trix ating on the longitudinal motion exponents.

The desription of eletron motion depends on the

number of edge modes partiipating in it. For instane,

if the eletron energy is lower than the seond Landau

level with energy 3=2 (see, the lower thin dotted hori-

zontal line in Fig. 5 labelled by E 0) there are only two
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edge modes indiated by solid irles. One of them with

momentum k moves above the stripe to the left, while

the other one with momentum � k moves to the right

under it. At the stripe ends these edge modes are sat-

tered one into another. As there is a single sattering

hannel only, the sattering probability is equal to unity.

Consequently, due to the sattering event the eletron

wave funtion is multiplied by some sattering ampli-

tude S = expfi�(� E )g, while the propagation along

the stripe an be taken into aount by the propagator

exp(ika). Thus, taking into aount the periodi motion

of the eletron (after bending both stripe ends the expo-

nential part of the eletron wave funtion must oinide

with itself), we an write down the following simple rule

for quantization of the edge modes in the asymptoti long

stripe ase: expf2i(ka+ �)g = 1, or

ka+ �(� E )= �n; n = 1;2;� � � : (19)

Now using the relation � E = vk (v = 5=4
p
2) whih

follows from the properties of the paraboli ylinder fun-

tions lose to the intersetion point at E = 3=2, k = 0,

and the expansion

�(� E )= �0 + �1� E ; (20)

we solve Eq. (19) and get

� E n =
A(n � � )

a+ �
; A =

4�
p
2

5
� 3:55: (21)

Two other parameters: the e�etive elongation of the

stripe � = v�1 and the quantum number defet � = �0=�

depend on the sattering amplitude phase and unfortu-

nately, an not be found analytially.

Fitting the numerially obtained energy branhes ex-

pelled from the �rst Landau level in the interval 50< a <

100 by E = A n=(a+ �n)we have obtained the following

parameters:

n 1 2 3 4 5 6

�n 4.29 5.53 5.69 7.25 7.99 9.49

A n 3.48 7.04 10.40 14.01 17.39 20.99

A n=A 0.99 1.98 2.92 3.93 4.89 5.88

Note the numbers in the last row oinide rather well

with the integers n what onvine us that the piture of

quantized edge modes is quite adequate.

To explain the behavior of energy branhes expelled

from the upper Landau levels is more ompliated be-

ause there are more edge modes present. For instane,

lose to the third Landau level (see the upper thin dot-

ted horizontal line in Fig. 5 labelled by E 1) there are

four edge modes. Two of them with momenta � k and

k0 propagate above the stripe to the left, while the other

two with momenta k and � k0 propagate under it to the

right. Consequently, in this ase the propagation of ele-

tron on both sides of the stripe has to be desribed by

the following propagator:

P (x)=

 

e� ikx 0

0 eik
0
x

!

(22)

ating on the state vetor

	 =

 

A

B

!

(23)

omposed of edge mode superposition oe�ients. Bend-

ing of the edges is haraterized by some 2� 2 sattering

matrix S. Now the quantization is performed by the fol-

lowing self-onsisteny ondition:

SP (a)SP (a)	 = 	 ; (24)

and the energy spetrum of the stripe an be de�ned

zeroing the determinant of the above equation

detjSP (a)SP (a)� Ij= 0: (25)

The absolute values of the sattering matrix S elements

are given in Ref. 10. We see that lose to the third Lan-

dau level the absolute value of the o�-diagonal elements

are nearly unity (jS01j= jS10j� 1), while the diagonal

elements are small jS00j= jS11j� � k=2k0 where the

symbol k0 stands for the edge mode intersetion point

and � k = k0� k is the di�erene of edge mode momenta,

propagating on both sides of the stripe. Thus, adding

the phases we onstrut the following sattering matrix

S = e
i�

 

ei’� k=2k0 ei 

e� i � e� i’� k=2k0e
i’

!

(26)

whih satis�es the unitarity ondition SS
+
= I with the

auray of � k terms.

Now expanding the momenta lose to the intersetion

points as

k = k0 �
1

v1
� E ; k

0
= k0 +

1

v2
� E ; (27a)

k
0
� k =

2

v0
� E ; v

0
=
1

2

�
1

v1
+

1

v2

� � 1

; (27b)

we transform Eq. (25) into the following approximate

equation

exp(ia� E =v
0
)� exp(� 2i� )= �

i� E

k0v
0
sin(k0a� ’):

(28)

If one neglets the small term on the right-hand side of

this equation one gets the result similar to Eq. (21)

� E
(0)

n =
A 0(n � � 0)

a+ �0
; (29)

where � (� E )= �0 + �1� E , A
0 = �v, � 0 = �0=� and

�0 = �1v. The right-hand side term taken into aount
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FIG. 6: Eletron density for long stripe (a=lB = 48): (a) � for

the highest antidot level expelled from the �rst Landau level,

and (b) � for the same level expelled from the seond Landau

level.

as a perturbation leads to the following osillating or-

retion:

� E
(1)

n = �
� E

(0)
n

k0a
sin(k0a� ’): (30)

It is remarkable that the period of osillations depends

on k0 = 1=
p
2 only. It leads to � a = 2�=k0 � 8:89, what

oinides rather well with the period value 8:8 obtained

from the numerial alulation result for the two upper

levels expelled from the seond Landau level.

This simple asymptoti piture of interfering magneti

edge modes is on�rmed by Fig. 6 where the ontour

plots of the eletron densities orresponding to the above

onsidered antidot states are shown. We see that the

wave funtion for the antidot level expelled from the �rst

Landau level looks like a igar (and it does not matter

how long is the stripe) what indiates that it is omposed

of a single magneti edge mode. In the ase of the antidot

level expelled from the seond Landau level there are the

lumps (the longer the stripe is the more lumps there are)

whih are aused by the interferene of two pairs of edge

modes propagating on both sides of the stripe.

VI. QUASI-CLASSICAL LIMIT

As it has already been mentioned in Se. IV (see Fig. 3)

the osillations surveyed lose to the lowest Landau levels

hange into well pronouned plateaux when the number

of Landau level is inremented. The detailed view for

the antidot levels expelled from the �fth Landau level is

shown in Fig. 7. It is remarkable that the energy of these

plateaux is very lose to simple frations of ylotron en-

ergy. Thus, the plateau indiated by a dashed horizontal

line is right in the middle between two adjaent Landau

levels with energy E = 9=2+ 1=2= 5, while the energy of

two other plateaux indiated by dotted horizontal lines

FIG. 7: The stripe energy levels expelled from the �fth Lan-

dau level.

exeed the �fth Landau level energy (9=2) by one and

two thirds.

Unfortunately, in the ase of high Landau levels the

number of the interfering edge modes is large, and this

fat makes it di�ult to apply the long stripe approxi-

mation onsidered in the previous setion. Nevertheless

the simpli�ed desription is still possible due to the large

eletron energy.

It is known that when the eletron energy is large the

quasi-lassial approah based on Bohr quantization rule

an be used. In the ase of free 2D eletron in the ho-

mogeneous perpendiular magneti �eld it redues to the

estimation of the following integral:

I

�d� = 2�n + �; n = 0;1;2;� � � (31)

omposed of fast oordinates

11

� = px � y=2; � = py + x=2 (32)

over the eletron trajetory. Inserting the solution � =p
2E cost, � =

p
2E sint into Eq. (31) one immediately

gets a well known expression for Landau level energy

E n = n + 1=2. Note the onsidered eletron motion is

two-dimensional, and onsequently, two more oordinates

� the slow motion oordinates

X = x=2� py; Y = y=2+ px (33)

� have to be taken into aount. In free eletron ase

it is trivial beause the Hamiltonian does not depend

on them. The single important thing is the ommutator

[X ;Y ]= i, whih shows that the total slow oordinate

phase volume divided by 2� gives the degeneray of the

orresponding energy level.
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FIG. 8: Two irle trajetory.

The in�uene of the stripe on the lassial eletron tra-

jetory an be taken into aount via sattering events.

The simplest trajetory with two sattering events is

shown in Fig. 8 by a solid urve. We see that in this

ase the trajetory is omposed of two Larmor irles,

and onsequently, it is twie longer than the trajetory

of the free eletron rotating in the magneti �eld. Thus,

the integral on the left-hand side of Eq. (31) beomes

twie larger. This fat leads to the twie smaller separa-

tion of energy levels (� E = 1=2) as ompared with the

separation of Landau levels.

In order to deide whether the fratal Landau levels ob-

tained in this quasi-lassial way an take plae or not,

one has to inspet the slow motion oordinates. We shall

take them into aount in the most simple way. Note that

there are more equivalent trajetories with two satter-

ing events and the same energy (the same radius of the

Larmor irle). Let us mark them by the position of the

left irle enter (X ;Y ). So, hanging the enter by some

(� X ;� Y ) we obtain another equivalent trajetory, as it

is shown in Fig. 8 by a dashed urve. Thus, the integral

over all possible oordinates X and Y

V2(R;a)=

Z Z

dX dY

=

Z

dY n2(R;2
p
R 2 � Y 2); (34a)

n2(R;b)= (2b� a)� (2b� a)� (a� b)

+ a� (b� a) (34b)

gives the total phase volume for the trajetories with

given radius R . Here b is the distane between the

enters of both irles. We assume that the quantity

N 2(E ;a) = V2(R;a)=2� gives the degeneray of the

quasi-lassial antidot level with given energy E = R 2=2.

The integral in Eq. (34) an be easily alulated, and it

leads to the following number of degeneray of quantum

level orresponding to the lassial two-irle trajetory:

N 2(E ;a)=
2E

�
�2(a=

p
8E ); (35a)

�2(x)= �(x)� (1� x)+
�

2
� (x � 1)� �(x=2); (35b)

�(x)= arcsinx + x
p
1� x2: (35)

FIG. 9: Eletron density for the level indiated by short dash

in Fig. 7 orresponding to the lassial two-irle trajetory.

If the above number is less than unity, the level does not

manifest itself. The energy values obtained by solving

equation

N 2(E ;a)= n; n = 1;2;3 (36)

are indiated in Fig. 3 by dotted urves on its left side.

We see that the larger is the energy the longer is the fra-

tal plateau orresponding to the quasi-lassial level, and

the higher is its degeneray. Moreover, there is a good

oinidene of dotted urves with the plateaux ranges

obtained by the numerial alulation.

In a similar way the phase volume and the degeneray

of the quasi-lassial levels orresponding to three irle

lassial trajetories an be estimated. In this ase one

an obtain

n3(R;b)= � (2R � b)� (a� b)� (3b� a)

� (a� b)� (2b� a)+ (3b� a)� (a� 2b); (37a)

N 3(E ;a)=
E

3�
�3(a=

p
8E ); (37b)

�3(x)=

8
><

>:

8�(x=2)� 6�(x=3)� 2�(x); 0< x < 1;

8�(x=2)� 6�(x=3)� �; 1< x < 2;

3� � 6�(x=3); 2< x < r:

(37)

The energy values obtained by solving equation

N 3(E ;a)= n; n = 1;2 (38)

are shown by dotted urves on the right side of Fig. 3 as

well. We see that they also orrelate well with the ranges

of plateaux exeeding by 1=3 and 2=3 the orresponding

Landau levels.

A good agreement of all dotted urves with the degen-

eray of the frational plateaux obtained in the numeri-

al solution of the problem onvines us of the adequay

of onsidered quasi-lassial quantization sheme. The

above piture is on�rmed by the eletron density plot

presented in Fig. 9. The density is alulated for the

third antidot level expelled from the �fth Landau state

in the ase a=lB = 6:32 indiated by small solid irle in

Fig. 7. We see a rather good orrelation of the eletron

density with the lassial two-irle trajetory shown by

a dotted urve in Fig. 9.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The energy spetrum of the eletron moving in the per-

pendiular magneti �eld in a viinity of impenetrable

stripe and the orresponding densities are alulated by

making use the integral equation tehnique for the anti-

dot perimeter funtion (the perpendiular wave funtion

derivative at the antidot border). It is shown that the

perimeter funtion singularities aused by sharp edges

of the antidot an be overome by proper disretization

tehnique whih takes expliitly into aount the loga-

rithmi singularity of the kernel and root-type singulari-

ties of the perimeter funtion.

The antidot in the magneti �eld expels the antidot

energy levels from every degenerate Landau state. In the

ase of the round antidot due to the irular symmetry

expelled antidot levels go up when the radius of the an-

tidot inreases (or the magneti �eld strength inreases)

and freely interset eah other and the Landau levels. In

the ase of the antidot-stripe due to the lak of the sym-

metry the variables an not be separated, and nearly all

rossings are replaed by the anti-rossings. The expelled

antidot levels an not ross the Landau levels, and onse-

quently, they saturate below the next Landau level when

the stripe length inreases.

As the antidot-stripe still has the inversion symmetry

only the pairs of symmetri and anti-symmetri levels

ross eah other demonstrating the harateristi osil-

lations of the spetrum branhes expelled from the ex-

ited Landau levels. These osillations and the above

mentioned saturation an be explained in the asymptoti

long stripe ase by the interferene of the magneti edge

modes.

When the eletron energy inreases (for the antidot

levels expelled from the higher Landau levels) the above

mentioned osillations of the spetrum branhes is trans-

formed into plateaux at the fratal ylotron energy val-

ues. It is shown that these fratal plateaux an be

explained using simple quasi-lassial quantization rule,

and they are related to the lassial trajetories om-

posed of several Larmor irles.

The above mentioned fratal plateaux of energy

branhes have to be seen in magnetoresitane of arrays

of stripe type antidots, and the magnetization whih is

just proportional to the eletron energy derivative over

the magneti �eld strength (in onsidered ase through

the dimensionless stripe length a).
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APPENDIX A: DISCRETIZATION OF

SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATION

In this setion some details of the numerial solution

of integral equation (7) are given. For the sake of onve-

niene we sale the variables x ! ax, and rewrite sepa-

rately the equation for the symmetri and anti-symmetri

perimeter funtion

F
�
(� x)=

1

2
fF (x)� F (� x)g: (A1)

Now the equation reads

Z 1=2

0

dx
0
K

�
(x;x

0
)F

�
(x

0
)= 0 (A2)

with the symmetri (or anti-symmetri) kernel

K
�
(x;x

0
)= K (ax;ax

0
)� K (ax;� ax

0
): (A3)

Next, we write down expliitly the singularity of the

perimeter funtion

F
�
(x)=

f� (x)
p
1=2� x

; (A4)

and the logarithmi singularity of the kernel

K
�
(x;x

0
)= 2lnjx � x

0
j+ ~K

�
(x;x

0
) (A5)

where the seond part of the kernel

~K �
is regular fun-

tion at x = x0. It enables us to rewrite the integral

equation as follows:

Z 1=2

0

dx02lnjx � x0jf� (x0)
p
(1=2� x)(1=2� x0)

+

Z 1=2

0

dx0~K � (x;x0)f� (x0)
p
(1=2� x)(1=2� x0)

= 0: (A6)

Note both terms of the equation are divided by fatorp
1=2� x in order to have the symmetri kernel, as the

numerial alulation of orresponding symmetri matrix

eigenvalues an be performed with greater auray than

those for the non symmetri one.

The disretization of Eq. (A6) has been performed as

follows. The perimeter funtion has been replaed by

vetor f
� = ff0;f1;� � � g with omponents fn = f� (xn),

and xn = h(n + 1=2), h = 1=2N . Integral equation (A6)

itself has been rewritten in the form of the following ma-

trix equation:

fA + B
�
gf

�
= 0; (A7)

where the orresponding matrix elements of the kernel
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are de�ned as

A nm =

Z (n+ 1)h

nh

dx

�

Z (m + 1)h

m h

2lnjx � yjdy
p
(1=2� x)(1=2� y)

; (A8a)

B
�
nm = ~K

�
(x;x

0
)B nB m ; (A8b)

B n =

Z (n+ 1)h

nh

dx
p
1=2� x

: (A8)

Both integrals an be alulated straightforwardly , and

the analytial expressions for the disretization weights

obtained.

Using the disretized perimeter funtion f
�
the ele-

tron wave funtion (and the orresponding density) has

been obtained via disretized version of Eq. (5). Calu-

lating the wave funtion outside the stripe (on the stripe

it is equal to zero) only the perimeter funtion singular-

ity has to be taken into aount. Thus, Eq. (5) an be

replaed by

	
�
(r)=

a

2

N � 1X

n= 0

B n fG (arjax
0
;0)� G (arj� ax

0
;0)gfn:

(A9)

�
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